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Image interpolation has been widely used in the field of image processing 
to improve the image resolution and quality. With the rapid advancement of 
multimedia and integrated circuit, real-time video processing becomes popular 
in image processing field.  
Classical interpolation techniques turn to introduce ringing artifacts and 
edge blurring near edges. Some improved methods may get higher image quality, 
but the calculating complexity limits their application. Interpolating methods 
based on space field usually result in the degrading of image details or distortion 
of edges when the interpolated factor is larger.  
The paper mainly focused on the research of image interpolation and its 
implementation on FPGA, included image interpolation algorithm and its 
implementation, application in digital video processing. The main research of 
the paper is as follows: 
1. Have a review in image interpolation methods of space field and 
presents an interpolating algorithm based on max-relativity of multiple 
directions. The method takes into account of edge protection and max –relativity 
interpolation, due to its edge-adaptive quality, the ringing artifacts and blurring 
effect are dramatically diminished. The algorithm is also suit for hardware 
implementation for its less computational complexity. 
2. To achieve high performance when the zooming factor is bigger, this 
paper presents a new wavelet-based edge preserved interpolating method for 
image. The method makes full of inner relation of wavelet coefficients and 
image edges and adaptive filter theory, it succeeds in preserving edge character 
and high-frequency detail of image and substantially improves the resolution 
and visual quality of it. 
3. The design and implementation on XILINX FPGA platform for image 
interpolation is discussed in this paper. The result shows the system can work in 













4. Introduce the scheme for real-time video resolution improving system 
and its application in TFT-LCD display controller. 
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2.2  图像空域上的线性插值方法 
对于二维图像的插值，若原图像上像素点为 ( , )P x y ，插值后图像上的
像素点为 ( , )P i j ，则空域上插值的过程可以看成是将 ( , )P i j 映射到原图像上
像素点 ( ', ')P x y 的过程，( ', ')x y 往往不是整数，因此通常由该坐标邻域的像




0 0( , )P x y 0 0( , 1)P x y +
0 0( 1, 1)P x y+ +0 0( 1, )P x y+ ( , )P i j
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